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9th Grade Talmud 
 

Stage 1: Desired Results 
Subject  - Introductory Talmud 
 
Enduring Understanding/s 
Big ideas that we want students to remember several years from now 
 

 That full comprehension of word function facilitates 
understanding. 

 That Talmud is the expression of the values of Jewish 
thought, philosophy and practice. 

 The laws of Hashivat Aveida are a window into the 
world and thought of Chazal. 

 Talmud study requires rigorous intellectual application.  
 That Talmud study requires using various tools of 

cross-referencing. 

Essential Questions 
The key questions that lead the student to arrive at enduring 
understandings.  

 Why can’t I use a translation? 
 Why is Talmud study so important? 
 Why are we studying this perek? 
 
 

 
 

Selection of texts:  2nd perek of Baba Metzia 
.כא   definitions of hefker, כה:   whether an item is lost vs hefkered, כו:   understandings of Torah 
commandments,  כא:  yeush shelo m’daat, לב.  Kibud av v’aim. 
 

     
Content objectives: Students will 
know… 
 

 The meanings of key gamara words and terms. 
 About some of the main concepts from this perek: 
Hefker, rishut harabim vs rishut hayachid, Yeush, yeush 
shelo m’daat, siman, how to return lost objects, mitzvah of 
hashivat aveidah, is it lost? how long to declare it, 
responsibilities to lost object,   

Skills Objectives: Students will be 
able to … 

 Recognise where to find and how to utilize basic 
reference tools on the daf (rashi,Torah Ohr, EM-NM, 
Masoret Hashas) 

 Punctuate and breakdown a piece of gamara.  
 Use relevant dictionaries and reference guides. 
 

                               
Stage 2: Assessment Evidence  

How will I know the students met the desired results above? What performance tasks 
 or other evidence will I use to assess? At this stage, work on summative assessments 

                                    which occur at the end of the unit. As you plan your lesson below, make sure 
                                    to think about formative assessments which occur along the way. 
The key words will be assessed by having frequent check in quizzes.  These quizzes will include: 

i) labeling parts of the daf 
ii) topical vocab 
iii) key term vocab 

The quizzes above will also include graphic organizers of the sugyot and the students will need to label the 
different parts correctly. 
 
Following the first couple of sugyot, the students will be presented with a/some modern day scenario(s) and 
apply their newly acquired content to the scenarios to give Chazal’s verdit.  Eg bits of the Berlin wall, 
returned archeological discovery. 
 
Once the students have gained more exposure to Chazal’s world view, they will be writing analyses of other 
concepts from Baba Metzia based on their knowledge of Chazal. 
 
Following even more exposure, the students will have a group project to design their own sugyot.  They will 
be working in groups to create a record of their machloket about how they rank competing values. 
  


